The following clarifications are made to Drawing S001 - NOTES and Section 011000 - SUMMARY OF WORK:

**DRAWING S001**

**MASSONRY** (second note from bottom)

Waterproofing in the masonry exterior wall of the original building are known to contain asbestos. Any of this material that is disturbed or removed must be handled and disposed of as a hazardous material. Costs of hazardous material handling and disposal shall be included in the bid price.

**011000 - SUMMARY OF WORK**

1.6 WORK UNDER OTHER CONTRACTS

B. Concurrent Work

2. The Owner will contract directly with an Environmental Consultant who will test for presence of hazardous material such as asbestos, lead and PCB’s, and will prepare an abatement plan for same if encountered.

**Clarification:**

Bidders are alerted to the presence of known hazardous materials and possibility of additional hazardous materials not yet identified. Bid price shall include containment of work areas including full removal of existing CMU and composite exterior walls. Bidders shall also provide unit prices for testing and identification of asbestos, lead and PCB’s in the course of the work and remediation of same.

**END OF ADDENDUM 2**